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PRINT AND CAPTURE EFFICIENTLY. 
COST EFFECTIVELY. SECURELY.

The digital age requires a new way of working: secure, govern and manage your documents 

with unified printing, document capture and workflow process automation.

ACCORDING TO IDC, THE TOP FIVE DOCUMENT-RELATED 
PAIN POINTS COMPANIES FACE ARE:

1 Complicated document workflows and rerouting within or  

across departments to complete business transactions

2 Lack of e-signature capability

3 Document lifecycle and storage management

4 Security related to paper-based documents

5 Sharing and collaborating

6 

To ensure they meet these challenges, organizations need to look at their current workflows 

and the technology enabling them. Thirty-three percent of the survey respondents reported 

they manually extract data from paper-based workflows while 22 percent said they extract data 

from digital documents. In many cases, these workflows introduce risk and inefficiencies, not to 

mention cost that can be eliminated with streamlined, secure print and capture solutions.

33% of workers manually extract data
from paper-based workflows.
—IDC



IMPROVING EFFICIENCY WITH EFFECTIVE DOCUMENT 
WORKFLOWS IS ONE OF THE BEST WAYS FOR ORGANIZATIONS 

TO DRIVE PROFITS AND STAY AHEAD OF THE COMPETITION

INDUSTRY COMPLIANCE

Kofax software solutions enable strict 

compliance with industry regulations, minimizing 

risk while maximizing confidence in your 

document workflows and business processes.

Effective business processes depend on how users interact with information. Automated and efficient processes remove 

inefficiencies, allowing users to capture any data from any device to convert, route, print and distribute that information. 

Uncontrolled MFPs and printers pose a significant risk of information exposure. Print and scan securely with Kofax solutions.

SEAMLESS INTEGRATION

Kofax integrated document process 

solutions offer cross-platform compatibility 

for seamless deployment to your MFPs, 

printers, scanners, and enterprise systems.

WORKFLOW CONTROL

Makeshift processes put critical data at risk. 

Kofax helps you gain complete control of 

your document workflows with powerful 

solutions built for your industry.
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VALUE OF PRINT + CAPTURE TOGETHER

Organizations have complicated workflows that include multiple documents, in multiple formats 

from multiple sources. Combining print and capture solutions enable users to share documents 

more efficiently through automated, streamlined workflows. Documents can be scanned or 

printed at the point of need and continue the process efficiently and securely. Employees 

can leverage same authentication mechanisms for print as they do for scan when at the MFD. 

Additionally, audit trails can track each document to ensure compliance and proper routing of 

data, giving users peace of mind that documents are secure during the entire workflow—from 

start to finish. Automatically extracting information from documents within workflows can 

eliminate the need to re-key data, saving time and increasing productivity.

Studies show that moving from paper to digital make employees 35% more productive. 

Knowing where to find a document and having access to it is important. True information 

availability is ensuring that information is ready and actionable for the next step in any workflow.

Studies show that moving from 
paper to digital make employees 
35% more productive.
—Paper Wars, AIIM
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CONTROL AND REDUCE COSTS

Growing revenue is good for any business that wants to expand and produce value to customers 

and shareholders. Maintaining a positive cash flow is a given. To do this, your company must 

eliminate unneeded expenses. Cost savings is a constant goal.

Savings realized from streamlining workflows with print and capture solutions can be redirected 

to growing the business or investing in new technologies. MFDs and other devices such as 

computers, laptops and other mobile devices can be used to streamline print and capture 

workflows, increasing worker productivity, cutting costs and maximizing ROI. Streamlining print 

and capture solutions eliminates these bottlenecks, makes organizations more efficiently and 

productive. These efficiency gains and hard costs, such as paper reduction, all provide greater 

control of their documents and ultimately reduce costs.
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IMPROVE DOCUMENT SECURITY

Gaining complete control over documents and workflows spans a full 

spectrum of areas and should be addressed. And not compromising one 

for another or sacrificing user convenience and information security. A 

comprehensive solution addresses security and compliance, improves 

operational efficiencies and provides a simplified platform organizations 

require for smart MFDs (multifunction devices) which include:

USER AUTHENTICATION 
There is no MFD or smart device more unsecured than one that allows anonymous usage. Such devices 

are susceptible to various forms of abuse and make tracing the source of a data breach or leak virtually 

impossible. As a general rule, some form of authentication is recommended over none. Whether via 

direct Active Directory logon or through a common access card, it’s crucial to restrict MFD usage through 

authentication, allowing only authorized staff to access specific devices, network applications and resources.

USER-BASED ACCESS CONTROL 
The smart device must support the restriction of features and capabilities of an authenticated user 

based on group membership. This is crucial from a central management security perspective as it 

enables the device to restrict access to functions per security group membership basis. Just because a 

user has authenticated into the system, doesn’t mean they should have access to every function. This 

capability ensures that users only have access to those resources on the network that they normally do.

FILE DESTINATION CONTROL 
Simultaneous monitoring and auditing of sensitive information in documents ensures PII and PHI is 

controlled before it ever gets to its intended destination. This functionality also limits file destinations 

(fax numbers, email domains, folders, case management systems, etc.)

ENCRYPTION 
Communications between smart MFDs and mobile terminals, or the server and destinations such as 

the EHR, are encrypted to ensure documents are visible only to those users with proper authorization.

COMPLETE AUDIT TRAIL 
Auditing allows the MFD to store tracking information in a database. In the event of a data breach, this 

capability will allow you to easily track down which device was the source of the breach, tell you who 

the authenticated user was and where the data was sent. By enabling auditing, the solution records all 

metadata passed through the system.
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INCREASE PRODUCTIVITY  
IN A MOBILE ENVIRONMENT 

Being able to do almost anything from your mobile device is not just a “nice to have” anymore; 

it’s expected. This extends to office productivity. Organizations and their users need the ability 

to print and release their print jobs from their mobile device to keep up with the growing 

demands on the business. Not only is it a necessity but extending document security to mobile 

printing is an important requirement in the modern print environment. Mobile technology 

has changed the way work is done and how it gets done. People work from virtually anywhere, 

and mobile workforces are prominent in all industries—but one thing remains the same in this 

new age of the mobile workforce—people still need to print conveniently and securely at the 

moment they need to.

When working remotely at different office locations, or on the road, the mobile workforce  

needs to be able to initiate workflows from their smartphone or other mobile device—simply, 

securely and conveniently.

MOBILE WORKFLOWS FOR PRINT AND CAPTURE
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TAKE ADVANTAGE OF CLOUD WORKFLOWS

Companies are looking for ways to reduce costs; make it easier to store and access documents; gain 

flexibility as the business changes; enable mobile workers and keep technology up to date. And as 

they do, they’re turning to cloud solutions. Whether it is using a public cloud, private cloud or a hybrid, 

the cloud brings a lot to the party. Kofax solutions help companies provide an on-ramp for information 

in the cloud. Our Document Imaging solutions can help increase productivity of workers and create 

easier access to information that may have been hard to capture and route other ways. Doing away with 

stacks of papers saves space. Plus, having digital copies is much more convenient. You can email or fax 

necessary documents quickly. And using the cloud to store documents allows workers to access them 

from just about any mobile device, and it promotes collaboration among employees. Plus, it’s far more 

green to not print at all than to recycle a ton of paper each month.

MOBILE PRINT RELEASE IN ACTION

Send print job to single 
print server from any 

mobile device

Single print serverYour mobile 
workforce needs to 

print on the go

Release print job from 
single print server with 

mobile print release

Print job is printed 
from any printer



MFDs CAN BE THE CENTER OF IT ALL

Often times MFDs are not used as effectively as they should be. They are underutilized, providing little value. Combining print 

and capture solutions, employees can use MFDs to streamline workflows and connect to all devices and business systems, 

ultimately maximizing return on investment. For example, cost savings realized through gaining control allows customers to:

• Invest in their current MFD fleet to drive strategic growth of their business

• Invest in MFD software to improve their current processes and increase profitability

• Gaining document security and reducing liability is already included

BEFORE AFTER

Unused or under utilized 
MFPs costing money and 

providing little value.

MFPs as the focus to streamline 
workflows and connect to all devices and 

business systems maximizing ROI.
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Work Like Tomorw.

For more information,  contact  us  a t  info@kofa x.com or  

gi ve us  a  cal l  at  +1  (949)  727-1733 or  v is it  kofa x.com.

Kofax’ helps businesses work like tomorrow as the most 

versatile print and capture solution available, securely 

enabling your digital office experience from the widest 

range of hardware and software platforms to provide 

a secure, comprehensive document and information 

onramp to a successful information management strategy.

LEARN MORE

http://www.kofax.com/robotic-process-automation
http://www.kofax.com/controlsuite
http://www.kofax.com/controlsuite

